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Heritability of risk-taking in adolescence: A longitudinal twin study
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Adolescents are prone to risk-taking behaviors leading to adverse consequences such as substance abuse, accidents, violence, and victimization. However, little is known about the contribution of genetic and environmental factors to individual differences in the propensity for risk-taking. This study investigated developmental changes, longitudinal stability, and heritability of risk-taking using data from 752 adolescent twins including 169 MZ and 203 DZ pairs. The Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART), an experimental behavioral measure of risk taking, was administered to the twins at age 12 and then re-administered to a part of this sample at age 14. Risk-taking increased with age, but individual differences showed a significant longitudinal stability. Genetic model fitting showed that at age 12, heritability of risk-taking was modest but significant in both sexes, whereas at age 14, heritability increased to 55% in males and became nonsignificant in females. The findings suggest that propensity for risk-taking as measured by BART can be a useful endophenotype for genetic studies of adolescent externalizing psychopathology, however, the utility of this measure may be limited by sex differences in heritability.
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Risk taking is a characteristic of behaviors that occur under conditions of uncertainty and involve a tradeoff between beneficial versus detrimental outcomes, perceived or real. It is important that risk taking may or may not include explicit, conscious evaluation of the probability and magnitude of possible outcomes. Developmental research has shown that the propensity for risk-taking is higher during adolescence compared with both childhood and adulthood, which makes adolescence a period of heightened vulnerability to detrimental outcomes such as substance abuse, accidents, violence, and victimization (Kelley et al., 2004; Resnick et al., 1997). Importantly, studies suggest that risk-taking in adolescence cannot be attributed to age differences in risk perception and appraisal, and low self-regulation competence is likely to play a key role (Steinberg, 2004).

Research suggests that this increased risk-taking can be attributed to the relative immaturity of the neural substrates of behavioral regulation and decision making including corticolimbic circuitry in which the prefrontal cortex plays a key regulatory role (Bardo, 2004; Spear, 2000). Both animal and human research indicates substantial developmental changes in the brain during adolescence, and some of these changes such as myelination and the shaping of cortical connectivity continue into late adolescence and young adulthood (Anokhin et al., 1996; Giedd, 2008; Yakovlev & Lecours, 1967). Based on the theory that behavior is guided by two distinct systems, behavior inhibition and activation, Bardo (2004) proposed that high novelty seeking and risk-taking in adolescence can be explained by slower maturation of the behavior inhibition system compared to the reward-based behavioral activation system.

Most human research on risk-taking has relied on self-reports that are subject to a number of biases and limitations (Hunt et al., 2005) and few studies have used objective laboratory-based studies of risk-taking. Recently, a novel behavioral measure of risk-taking propensity, The Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART), was developed to address the limitations of self-report measures (Lejuez et al., 2002). Construct validity of BART has been demonstrated both in adolescent and adult populations by significant associations with various real-world risk-taking behaviors, such as substance use and abuse, gambling, theft, aggression and unprotected sex (reviewed in Hunt et al., 2005). Importantly, BART measures of risk showed significant incremental validity in predicting drug use after other known risk factors were accounted for (Hopko et al., 2006). BART responding also correlated with personality traits previously implicated in risk-taking behaviors, such as sensation seeking and impulsivity (Bornovalova et al., 2008; Lejuez et al., 2002). However, BART measures could explain unique variance in a range of risk-taking behaviors and beyond these personality constructs (Lejuez et al., 2007). Taken together, these data suggest that propensity for risk taking as indicated by BART can serve as an useful endophenotype (Gottesman & Gould, 2003).
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in genetic studies of the liability to psychopathology in adolescence, particularly substance use disorders, in which risk-taking is strongly implicated as one of the key underlying neurobehavioral constructs.

However, little is known about the genetic and environmental influences on behavioral measures of risk-taking propensity in adolescence. The purpose of the present study was threefold: (1) to characterize developmental changes in risk-taking propensity as measured by the BART, (2) to examine the developmental stability of individual differences, and (3) to estimate the heritability of propensity for risk-taking in order to evaluate its potential utility as an endophenotype for genetic studies.

**Materials and Methods**

**Sample**

Subjects were 745 adolescent twins (48.0% females; age at first assessment: $M \pm SD = 12.5 \pm 0.21$ years) participating in a longitudinal study of the genetics of brain function and behavior. The sample included 169 MZ pairs (82 male 87 female) and 203 DZ pairs (71 male, 49 female, and 83 opposite sex). Twins were recruited from the general population through a twin registry and represented three consecutive birth-year cohorts. The subjects were retested at age 14 ($M \pm SD = 14.6 \pm 0.24$ years; $n = 448$, including 98 MZ pairs (41 male and 57 female) and 125 DZ pairs (41 male, 24 female, and 60 opposite sex). Subjects with a history of serious head trauma or health conditions precluding the laboratory visit or performing experimental tasks (e.g., severe visual impairment or mental retardation) were excluded. The study was approved by the human studies committee of the Washington University School of Medicine. A written informed assent was obtained from all participants, and a written informed consent was obtained from their parents. Zygosity was determined independently using written informed consent was obtained from their assent was obtained from all participants, and a University School of Medicine. A written informed by the human studies committee of the Washington University School of Medicine. A written informed consent was obtained from all participants, and a written informed consent was obtained from their parents. Zygosity was determined independently using a standard interview administered to twins’ parents, research assistants’ ratings of the twins’ physical similarity, and a set of seven DNA markers genotyped in 86% of the participants. The reliability of zygosity diagnosis by questionnaire has been demonstrated in previous studies (Kasriel & Eaves, 1976).

**Procedure**

The BART was presented on the computer in separate testing room according to the protocol described previously (Hunt et al., 2005; Lejuez et al., 2002). At the beginning of each ‘balloon pumping’ trial the computer screen showed a small simulated balloon, a pump button, another button labeled ‘Collect $$’, a permanent money-earned display labeled ‘Total Earned’, and a second display showing the money earned on the current balloon and labeled ‘Current Balloon’. Participants were instructed to use the computer mouse to click the balloon pump to inflate the balloon to a desired level and told that the total amount of money earned would be paid to them in cash upon the completion of the task. With each pump, balloon size incrementally increased and $0.05 was accrued in a temporary bank (the amount of money in this reserve was never indicated to the participant). At any point during each balloon trial, the participant could stop pumping the balloon and click the ‘Collect $$’ button. Clicking this button transferred all money from the temporary bank to the permanent bank, and the new total earned was incrementally updated, which was accompanied by a slot machine payoff sound. Then, a new balloon was started. However, if a balloon was pumped past its individual explosion point, an explosive sound effect was generated, and all money in the temporary bank was lost. Importantly, participants were given no detailed information about the probability of a balloon exploding but were told that at some point, each balloon would explode, but the explosion point varied across the balloons and could occur as early as the first pump or as late as the point at which the balloon would expand to fill the entire computer screen (Hunt et al., 2005; Lejuez et al., 2002). The task was thoroughly explained to the participants with visual examples shown on the computer monitor. Following instructions, a total of 30 trials (balloons) were administered to the participants. After the completion of the task, participants were paid the total balance in cash ($6.88 and $8.24 on the average for 12- and 14-years-olds, respectively). The propensity for risk-taking was indicated by the number of pumps. Because larger balloon size is associated with a higher probability of explosion, the number of pumps (and, accordingly, the balloon size) indicated the degree of risk the participants were willing to take. The total adjusted number of pumps (ANP) was used as the index of risk-taking. The adjusted value did not include the balloons that exploded because the number of pumps is necessarily constrained on these balloons, thereby limiting between-participant variability in the absolute averages (Hunt et al., 2005; Lejuez et al., 2002).

**Statistical Analyses**

The distribution of the ANP variable did not significantly depart from normality (Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were nonsignificant at either age), therefore, the raw ANP score was used for statistical analyses. The significance of age differences was assessed using a paired t test, and possible interaction between age and gender were tested using repeated measures ANOVA.

To estimate heritability, i.e. the relative contribution of genetic and environmental sources to the total phenotypic variance of BART performance, we performed a biometrical genetic analysis using model-fitting, a standard approach in twin genetic research (Neale & Cardon, 1992; Rijsdijk & Sham, 2002). Linear structural equation models were fitted using the Mx package specifically developed to model genetically informative data (Neale et al., 2002). These models assume that phenotypic variance arises from the following factors: additive genetic influences (A),
environmental influences shared by family members (C), and individually unique (unshared) environmental influences (E). It is important to note that A and C increase, whereas E decreases, intrapair twin similarity. We did not perform a separate analysis of nonadditive genetic influences due to limited power.

Since our sample included both male and female twins and preliminary analyses showed differences between male and female twin correlations, we investigated potential sex differences in genetic and environmental effects on ERP variables by fitting ‘sex-limitation’ models to raw data from five zygosity groups (Neale et al., 2006). The sex-limitation model allows the magnitude of genetic and environmental effects to vary independently in males and females and includes sex-specific genetic influences accounting for the possibility that the set of genes which influences a trait in males is not identical to that which influences a trait in females. Both kinds of sex differences in genetic effects can be tested by fitting sub-models of the general sex-limitation model. The significance of sex-specific influences can be tested by fitting a reduced common effects model that does not include sex-specific genetic effects and assumes that phenotypic variances and covariances are influenced only by the genetic effects that are common to both males and females, but the magnitude of these effects is allowed to differ across sexes.

Path coefficients corresponding to these factors were estimated using a maximum likelihood method, and the goodness of model fit was indicated by a \(-2LL\) (log likelihood). Then, different submodels were tested by dropping individual paths from the full model. The significance of individual paths was tested by comparing the goodness of fit of the restricted submodel with the goodness of fit of the more general model using a \(\chi^2\) test of \(-2LL\) difference with degrees of freedom corresponding to the difference in the degrees of freedom between two models (e.g., \(df = 1\) if only a one parameter is dropped in the restricted model). If dropping a path significantly reduced the goodness of fit (the \(\chi^2\) difference was significant), the path was retained in the model, otherwise the more parsimonious restricted model was chosen (i.e., the one that accounted for the variance equally well, but with a fewer number of parameters). Heritability was estimated as the percentage of the total variance of the trait attributed to genetic factors; in addition, 95% confidence intervals of the estimates were computed. A detailed description of the model fitting approach and assessment of heritability can be found elsewhere (Neale & Cardon, 1992; Rijsdijk & Sham, 2002).

### Results

The total adjusted number of pumps (ANP), the primary measure of risk-taking propensity, significantly increased with age (\(M \pm SD: 590.7 \pm 188.7\) and 683.4 \(\pm 175.3\) at ages 12 and 14, respectively; paired \(t\) test: \(t = 8.02, df = 450, p < .001\)). There was no significant effect of sex at either age or sex by age interaction. However, a significant effect of ethnicity was observed, with European Americans showing greater propensity for risk-taking compared with ethnic minorities mainly represented by African-Americans, \(F(1,750) = 84.8, p < .001\) and \(F(1,449) = 42.0, p < .001\) at ages 12 and 14, respectively. Because ethnicity can potentially confound intrapair twin correlations, data were adjusted for ethnicity by computing

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T1(12)</th>
<th>T2(12)</th>
<th>T1(14)</th>
<th>T2(14)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MZ pairs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1(12)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>.30**</td>
<td>.59***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2(12)</td>
<td>.18 (-.03, .38)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.51*** (.24, .71)</td>
<td>.63*** (.40, .79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1(14)</td>
<td>.28** (.08, .42)</td>
<td>-.04 (-.30, .22)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.60** (.36, .77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2(14)</td>
<td>.10 (-.16, .35)</td>
<td>.12 (-.15, .37)</td>
<td>-.11 (-.36, .16)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DZ same-sex pairs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1(12)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.01 (-.24, .22)</td>
<td>.41*** (.21, .58)</td>
<td>.02 (-.29, .33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2(12)</td>
<td>.06 (-.22, .34)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.03 (-.33, .28)</td>
<td>.45** (.17, .67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1(14)</td>
<td>.43** (.17, .64)</td>
<td>-.36 (-.67, .05)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.19 (-.12, .47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2(14)</td>
<td>.21 (-.21, .57)</td>
<td>.49** (.11, .75)</td>
<td>.22 (-.20, .57)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DZ opposite-sex pairs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1(12)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2(12)</td>
<td>.24* (.03, .43)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1(14)</td>
<td>.33*** (.16, .48)</td>
<td>.15 (-.11, .39)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2(14)</td>
<td>.00 (-.25, .25)</td>
<td>.29* (.04, .50)</td>
<td>.08 (-.18, .33)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For the same-sex MZ and DZ pairs, male and female twin correlations are shown above and below the main diagonal, respectively. T1 and T2 are co-twins of the same pair; age of assessment is shown in brackets. Intrapair twin correlations at ages 12 and 14 are shown in bold face; other coefficients represent cross-age, cross-twin correlations and within-twin, cross-age correlations. Significance levels (two-tailed): *\(p < .05\); **\(p < .01\); ***\(p < .001\); lower and upper bounds of the 95% confidence intervals are shown in brackets.
standardized scores separately within ethnic groups. The ANP measure showed a significant correlation between ages 12 and 14 ($r = .48$, $p < .0001$); however, the degree of test–retest stability was significantly greater in males than females ($r = .56$ and $.40$, respectively, $z = 2.21$, $p < .05$).

Twin correlations are presented in Table 1. A path diagram showing both the paths retained in the final best-fitting model and the dropped paths is depicted on Figure 1. The results of genetic model fitting are presented in Table 2, and the estimates of heritability based on the best-fitting model are shown in Table 3.

Sex-specific genetic influences could be dropped without significant deterioration of the goodness of fit. As suggested by twin correlations, shared environmental influences could also be dropped in both sexes. Next, all genetic influences in females at age 14 (i.e., those shared with age 12 and age-specific at age 14) could be dropped. However, dropping genetic influences in females at age 12 led to a significant worsening of fit ($\Delta \chi^2 = 5.7$, $df = 1$, $p < .05$). Finally, we could drop age-specific influences in males at age 14 without significant deterioration of fit, but dropping male genetic influences common to both ages led to a significant worsening of fit ($\Delta \chi^2 = 21.4$, $df = 1$, $p < .001$). Thus, paths retained in the final model included genetic influences in males that were common to both ages, genetic influences in females that were restricted to age 12 only, and nonshared environmental influences (Figure 1).

Discussion

The first finding of this study was a significant increase in propensity for risk-taking from age 12 to age 14, that is, the period of transition from early to mid-adolescence (Bardo, 2004). This finding is consistent with the evidence for increased prevalence of high-risk behaviors in adolescents. The second important finding is that, despite these changes, individual differences remain relatively stable as indicated by significant test–retest correlations. Finally, the third and most important finding was significant heritability of individual differences in the propensity for risk-taking.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of genetic influences on a direct experimental measure of risk-taking in adolescents.

However, the results also indicate substantial age and gender differences in the genetic/environmental architecture of this trait. At age 12, there are modest but significant influences on risk-taking in both genders, with the same genes influencing the trait in males and females, as indicated by the lack of significant sex-specific genetic influences. However, between the ages 12 and 14 this pattern changed considerably:

![Figure 1](image_url)

Path diagram of the sex-limitation model is depicted for a pair of opposite-sex DZ twins. Paths retained in the best-fitting model are shown in black, and the paths that could be dropped without significant deterioration of fit are shown in grey. Rectangles represent the observed BART phenotype (total adjusted number of pumps) measured at ages 12 and 14; circles represent the corresponding latent genetic factors (A). For simplicity, nonshared environmental influences are not shown. AS stands for female-specific genetic factors. More details can be found in Neale et al. (2006).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goodness-Of-Fit Statistics for Different Submodels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. General effects sex limitation, ACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Common effects sex limitation, ACE (drop sex-specific A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. AE (drop C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. AE, drop both age-specific and common A in females at age 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. AE, drop common A in males at age 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. AE, drop age-specific A in males at age 14*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. AE, drop A in females at age 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *model selected as the best-fitting; –2LL, minus twice the log-likelihood; df, degrees of freedom; $\Delta \chi^2$, Chi-square difference between the submodels; $\Delta df$, difference in the degrees of freedom between the submodels; $p$ value, significance of differences in the goodness of fit between the compared submodels.
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while in males genetic influences increased and accounted for 55% percent of variance, heritability in females became nonsignificant. It is important to note that in boys the same set of genes influenced the risk-taking phenotype at both ages, and higher heritability at age 14 was due to the increasing relative role of these genetic factors, rather than to additional genetic factors that became active at age 14.

These significant changes in the pattern of genetic and environmental influences over a relatively short period, as well as opposite age-related trends in male and female heritability suggest that the transition from early to mid-adolescence is characterized by substantial changes in the biological substrates of risk-taking behavior. At this time, we can only speculate that these changes can include profound hormonal changes leading to male/female divergence, changes in gene expression, and changes in the role of non-shared, individually unique environmental factors that appear to play a greater role in girls than in boys. Generally, heritability of behavioral phenotypes including externalizing disorders associated with risk-taking tends to increase over adolescence (Bergen et al., 2007), however, this was only true for males in the present study. Importantly, we did not find evidence for the role of shared (familial) environment at either age, consistent with extant literature on self-reported personality traits (Bouchard & McGue, 2003). From a behavioral economics perspective, this study suggests that economic decision making is influenced by genetic factors, thus complementing and extending recent reports of significant heritability of economic decision making and risk attitude (Cesari et al., 2008; Zhong et al., 2009). Finally, the present results suggest that genetic association studies of adolescent risk-taking and related traits (e.g., brain activation in ‘genomic imaging’ studies) must account for possible age and sex differences in heritability.

The present study has a number of limitations that indicate the need for further research for a better understanding of the biological underpinnings of risk-taking. First, the present report is restricted to a narrow age range of 12–14 years. Although this age period is characterized by intensive changes in adolescents’ biology and behavior, which is likely reflected in different genetic architecture of risk-taking at ages 12 and 14, the present results cannot be generalized to the whole period of adolescence, and it remains to be seen how the relative role of genetic and environmental factors in risk-taking will change as the adolescents participating in their study grow older. Second, little is known about specific genetic variants contributing to genetic variability of BART measures. The present study suggests that gene-finding efforts must take into account age and sex composition of the sample. Next, the critical role of nonshared (individually unique) environmental factors in shaping individual differences in risk preference in girls raises the question about the nature of individual experiences that affect the propensity to take risks.

In conclusion, this study provides the first evidence for heritability of an experimental measure of risk-taking in adolescence and indicates that the relative role of genetic and environmental factors changes with age, and these changes are different in males and females. These findings suggest that risk-taking propensity as indicated by BART can be a useful endophenotype for genetic studies of psychopathology, but its utility as endophenotype may be restricted to the male gender.
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